SPIRIT SPEAKS ON PAST LIVES
6 Mondays from 7:30 – 9:00 beginning September 9
at 7960 West Beach Dr, NW, DC
Channeled by Rev. Jim Webb
(Drop-ins Welcomed)
Do you have a continued challenge with a certain issue, a situation that keeps appearing in your life, or something that
you would like to resolve? The blockage could be a past life experience that has spilled over into your current experience.
Come get insights on how your past lives could be affecting your current experience. These insights can help you to
break through to your next level of joy, fulfillment and well-being. In addition to the insights you receive you will receive the
guidance information and healing to transform past life issues so that you can move forward with clarity to create the life
that you want. 6 Weeks beginning September 9. Suggested Donation $125Members / $150 Friends ($25 discount
available to all for pre-registration Walk-ins welcomed at $25 per class.
Rev. Jim Webb is an accomplished spiritual teacher, author, intuitive, channel and coach. He serves as the
Senior Minister of the Takoma Park Chapel, and on the faculty of the New Seminary and Iyanla Vanzant’s Inner
Visions Institute for Spiritual Development. He has mastered the art of communicating with higher beings, and
has devised innovative techniques for helping you to do so as well. His powerful teaching methods, wisdom,
coaching and insights have helped many to overcome blockages and achieve a deep spiritual connection.

EFT (Tapping)
Thursday, October 10 @ 7:30
1901 Powder Mill Road
Rev. Jim Webb & Donna Joan
The Emotional Freedom Technique (Tapping) is an easy, yet effective way to minimize or even eliminate energy, thought
or behavior patterns that are unproductive and create stagnation or difficulty in your life.
In this insightful workshop, you can learn some of the key aspects of Tapping and how to use the Tapping as a tool for
healing destructive thoughts, patterns, habits and reactions, thus increasing your overall well-being. Suggested Donation:
$25
The Emotional Freedom Technique (Tapping) is an easy, yet effective way to minimize or even eliminate energy, thought
or behavior patterns that are unproductive and create stagnation or difficulty in your life.
In this insightful workshop, you can learn some of the key aspects of Tapping and how to use the Tapping as a tool for
healing destructive thoughts, patterns, habits and reactions, thus increasing your overall well-being. Suggested Donation:
$25

The Secret Power of Dreams
6 Thursdays beginning October 24 from 7:30 – 9:00

1901 Powder Mill Road, Silver Spring MD 20903
Facilitator, Rev. Jim Webb and Donna Joan
Dreams are a powerful source of information, guidance and healing. They are also a gateway to forging a deeper
connection with Spirit. Come learn the spiritual significance of dreams and learn how to use dreams for problem solving,
for getting messages from Spirit, and for healing. You will learn how to interpret your dreams and use the guidance of
dreams in practical ways in your life. This class will include powerful exercises to connect you with your dream guide,
working with dream journals, discussion and instruction in a dynamic and fun environment to help you make the most of
your dreams and use the secrets of dreams to transform your life.
This class is facilitated by Rev. Jim Webb and Donna Joan. Donna Joan has served as the Healing Coordinator of the
Chapel, has taught Healing I and II, founded and co- leads the Wednesday Night Healing Group, is a Reiki Master and
works regularly with Healing Guides and Angels. Rev. Jim Webb serves as the Senior Minister of the Takoma Park
Chapel, is an experienced medium who excels in dream interpretation, and is adept at channeling powerful spiritual
energy for specific healing purposes. This class also gives you credit towards an Advanced Certificate in Metaphysics
with a specialty in Healing. This is a fundraiser for the Takoma Park Chapel, and all proceeds will go to the Takoma Park
Chapel. It is being offered at a special price of $50 for members and $75 for friends (an additional $25 discount is
available for pre-registration with pre-payment). For more information please contact donnajoan@mac.com .

Spirit Speaks on Manifestation
6 Wednesdays beginning October 9

Arlington Metaphysical Chapel, 5618 Wilson Blvd. Arlington, VA
Channeled by, Rev. Jim Webb
You may have read lots of books on manifestation. You may have heard what others have had to say about
manifestation. You may even have had experience with manifestation with some results. In these Spirit Speaks on
Manifestation sessions, these highly evolved beings will offer their unique perspective and wisdom directly to you, and
answer your specific questions on YOUR individual manifestation process, and provide individualized guidance that helps
you remove any blockages to your manifestations as they immerse you in the wondrously healing and transformative light
that these sessions. 6 weeks beginning October 9 @ 7:30

Spirit Speaks on Manifestation
6 Thursdays beginning September 12

Institute for Spiritual Development, 5419 Sherier Pl. Washington DC
Channeled by, Rev. Jim Webb
You may have read lots of books on manifestation. You may have heard what others have had to say about
manifestation. You may even have had experience with manifestation with some results. In these Spirit Speaks on
Manifestation sessions, these highly evolved beings will offer their unique perspective and wisdom directly to you, and
answer your specific questions on YOUR individual manifestation process, and provide individualized guidance that helps
you remove any blockages to your manifestations as they immerse you in the wondrously healing and transformative light
that these sessions. 6 weeks beginning October 9 @ 7:30

